Finding a Copy of Works Cited in Research Databases

What does the **Find It!** button do?

This link, found in most of our research databases, offer you options for getting the article. **Sometimes when you click on Find it! (Olinks) you will see a “Full text link” like this:**
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This link will send you to the EJC (Electronic Journal Center) where you can find the full-text of the article online.

**Sometimes you will see a display like this:**
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The Main Library owns the journal for the years: 2005-2009. You will need to go to the fifth floor of the library to find the journal. Journals are shelved alphabetically by the title of the journal: A’s- J’s on the 6th floor, remainder of the J’s –Z’s on the 5th floor.

If our library does not have access to the journal you can use the Library's Interlibrary Loan service to get the article. Go to [www.library.kent.edu/ill](http://www.library.kent.edu/ill)

If you aren't sure if the journal is available, don't hesitate to ask a librarian for help.